## BCN step by step - Scanning Barcelona

**Activity:** INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP

BCN step by step is an intensive program comprising several courses addressing specific urban and architectural themes. This time we will focus on the varied sections that shape a town. Reading public space and analyzing growing patterns will help us to understand the identity signs of different tissues. We will discover how buildings both depend on and build up the context. By using BCN as case study we will be able to apply the obtained knowledge to other places and circumstances.

**Outcome:** Working in groups students will realize a Video representing their town-experience. They will use different graphic technics.

**Language:** ENGLISH

**Dates and Venue:** 15th - 19th July 2019 at ETSAB

**Adressed to:** ETSAB, BAU-Istanbul and REVA-India students.

**Program:**
- Lectures with Karin Hofert
- Visits with Alex Giménez and Karin Hofert
- Studio with Estel Ortega and Judit Taberna
- Fieldwork

**Places:**
- 6 places for ETSAB students enrolled at:
  - Grau en Estudis d'Arquitectura (pla 2014)
  - Grau en Arquitectura (pla 2010)
  - Màsters Universitaris de l’àmbit de l'Arquitectura

**Coordinator:** prof. Karin Hofert (ETSAB)

**For Queries:** karin.hofert@upc.edu

**Academic Recognition:** 1 ECTS (Grau plans 2010 | 2014) + assistance diploma

**Application Deadline:** 27th June 2019

**Send Email To:** relint.etsab@upc.edu

**With Subject:** taller SCAN BCN_name surname

**With Your:** name | DNI | email | phone | current ETSAB studies | level